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Quantum algebras are generalizations of quasitriangular Hopf algebras
and as such are used to construct invariants of 1]1 tangles and in some
cases of knots and 3-manifolds. In this paper we develop a general
description of quantum algebra structures whose underlying algebra is the
Ž .algebra M k of all n = n matrices over a field k. An important ingredi-n
ent in the structure of a quantum algebra in this case is a solution
Ž .2R g M k to the quantum Yang]Baxter equation.n
We use our general results and the classification of solutions to the
Ž . Ž . Ž .quantum Yang]Baxter equation R g M k s M k m M k found in4 2 2
w x Ž .3 to determine the quantum algebra structures on M k when k is an2
algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. In all but one case R is upper
triangular. There are eight different classes, three of which account for the
minimal structures, a concept discussed in Section 2. The invariants of 1]1
Ž .tangles arising from the quantum algebra structures on M k yield the2
Jones polynomial in one case and variation on the writhe or Whitney
degree in the seven others.
w xAs noted in Section 8 of 6 the 1]1 tangle invariants described in this
paper give rise to knot invariants under certain circumstances. It should be
noted that these knot invariants are ultimately described in terms of
unoriented knot diagrams. Algebra which produces invariants of oriented
knot diagrams will be discussed in a future paper.
*Research supported in part by NSF Grant DMS 920-5227.
²Research supported in part by NSF Grant DMS 870-1085.
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Related to the notion of quantum algebra is the notion of quantum
w xcoalgebra which is defined and studied in 6 . The dual of a finite-dimen-
sional quantum algebra is a quantum coalgebra. The notion of quantum
coalgebra is meaningful as a purely algebraic notion in the infinite-dimen-
sional case.
We find it much more natural to determine the invariants arising from
Ž .the quantum algebra structures on M k by computing in the dual2
quantum coalgebra. Perhaps a different insight into the nature of invari-
ants arising from finite-dimensional quantum algebras can be obtained by
computing in the dual quantum coalgebra instead.
w x w xThe classification of 3 is the result of a computer search. In 10 the
Ž .upper triangular solutions R g M k to the quantum Yang]Baxter equa-4
tion are classified using bialgebra methods over any field with the excep-
tion of characteristic 2. The classes of upper triangular solutions described
w x w xin 10 are fit into the classification of 3 with a little work. It is not clear
w xhow general the field of definition is in 3 . The calculations in this paper
are valid over any field of characteristic not 2, with one exception which
requires algebraic closure. We note that invariants do not change under
extension of scalars. Thus from the point of view of computing invariants
we may as well assume that the ground field is algebraically closed.
Ž .Our general methods for finding quantum algebra structures on M kn
coordinate very well with the classification procedure for solutions R g
Ž . w x2M k to the quantum Yang]Baxter equation described in 3 . At thisn
Ž .point further progress in finding quantum algebra structures on M k isn
Ž .2thwarted by a lack of classes of interesting solutions R g M k to then
quantum Yang}Baxter equation to explore when n ) 2. A combination
of computer methods and bialgebra techniques may be necessary for
significant advances in finding solutions when n ) 2. This combination of
w xmethods is broached seriously in 7 .
This paper requires minimal familarity with coalgebras. More than
w xadequate references are 1, 8, 11 . Throughout k is a field.
1. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we discuss some basic notation conventions, the quantum
Yang]Baxter equation, and the algebra of n2 = n2 matrices. We will find
it very convenient to think of n2 = n2 matrices as n = n matrices with
entries in the algebra of n = n matrices.
Let U, V, and W be vector spaces over the field k. We will drop the
subscript k from the notation for the tensor product U m V and thek
Ž . Ž .spaces of linear transformations Hom U, V and End U and writek k
Ž . Ž .instead U m V, Hom U, V and End U , respectively. For linear maps: f :
U “ V and g : V “ W we let gf : U “ W denote the composite of f
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followed by g. We let 1 be the identity map of U and also use thisU
notation to denote the multiplicative neutral element of an algebra from
time to time. The meaning of 1 should always be clear from context. WeU
Ž .refer to the map t : U m V “ V m U defined by t u m ¤ s ¤ m uU, V U, V
for all u g U and ¤ g V as the twist map.
1.1. The Quantum Yang]Baxter Equation
Suppose that R: U m U “ U m U is a linear endomorphism of U m U.
For 1 F i - j F 3 the maps R : U m U m U “ U m U m U are definedŽ i, j.
by
R s R m 1 , R s 1 m RŽ1, 2. U Ž2 , 3. U
and
R s 1 m t R m 1 1 m t .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž1, 3. U U , U U U U , U
The quantum Yang]Baxter equation is
R R R s R R R . 1Ž .Ž1, 2. Ž1 , 3. Ž2 , 3. Ž2 , 3. Ž1 , 3. Ž1 , 2.
One should note that R satisfies the quantum Yang]Baxter equation if
and only if Rt s t Rt satisfies the quantum Yang]Baxter equation.U, U U, U
If R is invertible, then R satisfies the quantum Yang]Baxter equation if
and only if Ry1 satisfies the quantum Yang]Baxter equation.
Let A be an algebra over the field k and suppose that R s Ýr a mis1 i
b g A m A. Then the R g A m A m A for 1 F i - j F 3 are defined byi i, j
r r
R s R m 1 s a m b m 1 , R s 1 m R s 1 m a m bÝ Ý1, 2 A i i A 2, 3 A A i i
is1 is1
and
r
R s 1 m t R m 1 s a m 1 m b .Ž . Ž . Ý1, 3 A A , A A i A i
is1
Now let M be a left A-module and define R : M m M “ M m M byM
r
R m m n s a ? m m b ? n 2Ž . Ž .ÝM i i
is1
for all m, n g M. It is easy to see that R is a solution to the quantumM
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Yang]Baxter equation for all left A-modules M if and only if
R R R s R R R . 3Ž .1, 2 1, 3 2, 3 2, 3 1, 3 1, 2
Set
r
o pR s t R s b m a .Ž . ÝA , A i i
is1
o p Ž .t Ž o p. Ž .tObserve that R and R are related by R s R . In particularM M M
o p Ž . Ž .R satisfies 3 if and only if R satisfies 3 . Suppose that R has an
Ž y1 . Ž .y1 y1 Ž .inverse. Then R s R . Therefore R satisfies 3 if and only ifM M
Ž .R satisfies 3 .
1.2. The Algebra of n2 = n2 Matrices o¤er k
Suppose that U is an n-dimensional vector space over the field k. We
wish to regard a solution to the quantum Yang]Baxter equation R:
U m U “ U m U as an n2 = n2 matrix with entries in k. This is the
motivation for what follows.
Ž . Ž . Ž .There is a natural identification End U m End U , End U m U of
Ž . Ž .algebras, where for S, T g End U we regard S m T g End U m U ac-
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .cording to S m T u m ¤ s S u m T ¤ for all u, ¤ g U. Choose a basis
 4  4B s u , . . . , u for U and let B s u be the basis for U m U1 n Ž i, j. 1F i, jF n
Ž .where u s u m u for all 1 F i, j F n. Order the pairs i, j lexico-Ž i, j. i j
Ž .graphically, reading from left to right, and identify the set of pairs i, j
 24with 1, . . . , n according to the lexicographical order. In this manner we
regard B as an ordered basis for U m U.
Ž .For an endomorphism R g End U m U we write
R u s RŽ i , j. uŽ . ÝŽk , l . Žk , l . Ž i , j.
1Fi , jFn
Ž i, j. Ž . ifor all 1 F k, l F n where R g k. For A g M k let A denote theŽk , l . n j
entry of A in the ith row and jth column. Thus the matrix of R with
respect to B is given by
R s RŽ i , j. .Ž .B Žk , l .
Ž . Ž i. Ž i.Let S, T g End U and S s S and T s T . It is easy to see thatB j B j
Ž . i ji , jS m T s S TŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .k , lB B Bk l
for all 1 F i, j, k, l F n.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2Let End U , M k and End U m U , M k be the k-algebra iso-n n
morphisms given by S ‹ S and R ‹ R , respectively, and consider theB B
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composite of algebra maps
M k m M k , End U m End U , End U m U , M 2 k .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n
Ž .Under this composition the tensor product A m B of A, B g M k isn
thought of as the n2 = n2 matrix A m B defined by
Ž .i , j i jA m B s A B 4Ž . Ž .Ž .k , l k l
for all 1 F i, j, k, l F n.
Permutation of the indices in certain ways have natural interpretations.
Ž . tFor A g M k let A denote the transpose of A. Thenn
Ž .i , jŽ .k , l t tA m B s A m B , 5Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .i , j k , l
Ž . t t tand thus A m B s A m B ,
Ž .i , jŽ .k , j tA m B s A m B , 6Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .i , l k , l
Ž .i , jŽ .i , l tA m B s A m B 7Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .k , j k , l
and
Ž . Ž .j , i i , jA m B s B m A . 8Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .l , k k , l
i Ž .Suppose that E g M k is the matrix defined byj n
kiE s d d 9Ž .Ž .j i , k j , ll
Ž .for all 1 F k, l F n. Then by virtue of 4 we have that
E Ž i , j. s E i m E jŽk , l . k l
for all 1 F i, j, k, l F n. Let R: U m U “ U m U be the map described
Ž Ž i, j. .above. Then R s R can be writtenB Žk , l .
R s Ri , j E i m E j,ÝB k , l k l
1Fi , j , k , lFn
where we write RŽ i, j. s Ri, j . It follows in a straightforward manner that RŽk , l . k , l
Ž .satisfies the quantum Yang]Baxter equation 1 if and only if R satisfiesB
Ž . Ž .3 for A s M k if and only ifn
R x , y Ra , xRb , c s R y , z R x , c Ra , b 10Ž .p , q x , r y , z q , r p , z x , y
for all 1 F a, b, c, p, q, r F n. This last equation is the formulation of the
quantum Yang]Baxter equation in terms of coordinates. Both sides of the
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equation represent sums. We are following the convention that an index
which is both upper and lower is a summation index.
It will be very useful to think of n2 = n2 matrices as elements of
Ž Ž ..M M k , the algebra of n = n matrices with entries in the algebra ofn n
n = n matrices over k. Generally if A is an algebra over the field k then
Ž .the set of n = n matrices M A with entries in A is an algebra over kn
under the usual matrix operations.
Ž . 2 Ž .2Let A g M k . We are giving the n element set of pairs i, j forn
Ž Ž i, j. .1 F i, j F n a lexicographical ordering and are writing A s A . Ob-Žk , l .
Ž . Ž .serve that i, j is element i y 1 n q j in this ordering. Thus, denoting the
element in the pth row and qth column of A by A p, we have thatq
AŽ i , j. s AŽ iy1.nqjŽk , l . Žky1.nql
for all 1 F i, j, k, l F n. We leave the proof of the following proposition to
the reader.
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose that n G 1 and k is a field. Then:
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..2a The map : M k “ M M k defined by= n n n
j
i Ž i , j. Ž iy1.nqj= A s A s AŽ . k Žk , l . Žky1.nqlž / l
Ž .2for all A g M k and 1 F i, j, k, l F n is an algebra isomorphism.n
Ž . Ž . Ž . i ib Let A, B g M k . Then = A m B s A B.n j j
2. QUANTUM ALGEBRAS
We begin by recalling the definition of a quantum algebra. For an
algebra A over the field k with product m: A m A “ A we let Ao p be the
algebra over k whose underlying vector space is A and whose product
o p o p o pŽ .m : A m A “ A is given by m s mt . Thus a ? b s m a m b sA, A
Ž .m b m a s ba for all a, b g A.
Ž .A quantum algebra over the field k is a triple A, R, s , where A is an
algebra over k, R g A m A is invertible, and s: A “ Ao p is an algebra
isomorphism, such that
Ž . y1 Ž .Ž .QA.1 R s s m 1 R ,A
Ž . Ž .Ž .QA.2 R s s m s R , and
Ž .QA.3 R R R s R R R .1, 2 1, 3 2, 3 2, 3 1, 3 1, 2
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Ž . Ž . Ž .The last equation is 3 . Observe that QA.1 and QA.2 imply
Ž . y1 Ž y1 .Ž .QA.4 R s 1 m s R .A
Ž . Ž . Ž .It is easy to see that axioms QA.1 , QA.2 , and QA.4 all hold if and only
if any two of them hold.
Ž . Ž .Suppose that A, R, s and A9, R9, s9 are quantum algebras over k. A
Ž . Ž .morphism f : A, R, s “ A9, R9, s9 is an algebra map f : A “ A9 which
Ž .Ž .satisfies R9 s f m f R and fs s s9 f. Quantum algebras over k and
morphisms form a category where the product of morphisms is function
composition.
Ž . Ž o p .The symmetry of the equation of QA.3 means that A , R, s is a
Ž . Ž o p .quantum algebra as well and s: A, R, s “ A , R, s is an isomorphism.
y1 o p Ž . Ž .Observe that R and R s t R satisfy QA.3 since R does. It is notA, A
Ž y1 y1. Ž o p y1.hard to see that A, R , s and A, R , s are quantum algebras. If
Ž .F is a field extension of k then A m F, R m 1 , s m 1 is a quantumF F
algebra over F.
Ž . Ž .The tensor product of quantum algebras A, R, s and A9, R9, s9
Ž .defined by A m A9, R0, s m s9 is a quantum algebra over k, where
Ž .Ž .R0 s 1 m t m 1 R m R9 . Giving k the quantum algebra structureA A, A9 A9
Ž .k, 1 m 1, s , where s is the identity map for k, we see that the category of
quantum algebras and their morphisms has a natural monoidal structure.
Certain quotients of A have a quantum algebra structure derived from
Ž .that of A. Suppose that I is an ideal of A such that s I : I and let p :
Ž .A “ ArI be the projection. Then ArI has a unique quantum algebra
structure such that p is a morphism.
Ž .Looking ahead a bit, if we think of A, R, s principally as a mechanism
for computing the solutions R to the quantum Yang]Baxter equation, orM
as a vehicle for generating knot invariants, 1]1 tangle invariants, or in
some cases invariants of 3-manifolds, then for our purposes we may
assume that A is the smallest subalgebra B of A such that R g B m B. It
is clear that there is such a subalgebra of A, which we denote by A . WeR
Ž . Ž < .will show that s A : A , and thus A , R, s is a quantum algebra.AR R R R
Write R s Ýr a m b , where r is as small as possible. An easy exerciseis1 i i
shows that the a 's and the b 's form linearly independent sets. Thus A isi i R
the subalgebra of A generated by the a 's and b 's. Since s is one-one thei i
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .s a 's and the s b 's form linearly independent sets. Since R s s m s R ,i i
Ž . Ž . o pwe conclude that s a , s b g A for all 1 F i F r. Since s: A “ A isi i R
Ž .an algebra map it now follows that s A : A . Observe that the inclu-R R
Ž .sion of i: A “ A is a morphism. A quantum algebra A, R, s over k isR
said to be a minimal quantum algebra if A s A .R
Suppose A is an algebra over k and R g A m A. Then R generates A if
the only subalgebra B of A such that R g B m B is A itself. In particular
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Ž .to say that a quantum algebra A, R, s is minimal is to say that R
generates A.
Ž .If A, R, s is a quantum algebra and R generates A, then A and R
determine s.
LEMMA 1. Suppose that A is an algebra o¤er the field k and R g A m A
generates A. Then there is at most one algebra isomorphism s: A “ Ao p such
Ž .that A, R, s is a quantum algebra.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Suppose that A, R, s and A, R, S are quantum algebra struc-
tures. Then R / 0 since R is invertible. Write R s Ýr a m b where r isis1 i i
as small as possible. We have noted that the a 's and the b 's form linearlyi i
independent sets. From the equations
r r
y1s a m b s R s S a m bŽ . Ž .Ý Ýi i i i
is1 is1
Ž . Ž .we deduce that s a s S a for all 1 F i F r. From the equationsi i
r r r
s a m s b s R s S a m S b s s a m S bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýi i i i i i
is1 is1 is1
Ž .and the fact that the s a 's form a linearly independent subset of A wei
Ž . Ž .deduce that s b s S b for all 1 F i F r. Therefore s and S agree oni i
generators of A which means that s s S.
The following result will be very useful to us in classifying quantum
algebras structures on an algebra A over k.
Ž .PROPOSITION 2. Suppose that A, R, s is a quantum algebra o¤er the
Ž .Ž .field k. Let f : A “ A be a linear automorphism of A, set R s f m f R ,f
and set s s fsfy1.f
Ž . Ž .a Suppose that f : A “ A is an algebra isomorphism. Then A, R , sf f
Ž . Ž .is a quantum algebra o¤er k and f : A, R, s “ A, R , s is an isomor-f f
phism of quantum algebras.
Ž . o pb Suppose that f : A “ A is an algebra isomorphism. Then
Ž . Ž . Ž .A, R , s is a quantum algebra o¤er k and F: A, R, s “ A, R , s is anf f f f
isomorphism of quantum algebras, where F s fs.
Proof. Suppose that f : A “ A is an algebra isomorphism and write
r Ž .R s Ý a m b . Applying f m f m f to both sides of QA.3 we see thatis1 i i
Ž .QA.3 holds for R . Since fs s s f when we apply f m f to both sides off f
Ž . Ž .the equation of QA.1 and QA.2 for R we see these axioms hold for R .f
Since f is an algebra map it follows that s : A “ Ao p is an algebra map.f
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Thus A, R , s is a quantum algebra over k and f : A, R, s “ A, R , sf f f f
Ž .is an isomorphism by definition. We have shown part a .
Ž . o pTo show part b , suppose that f : A “ A is an algebra isomorphism.
Ž .Then F: A “ A defined by F s fs is an algebra isomorphism. By part a
Ž . Ž .we have that A, R , s is a quantum algebra and F: A, R, s “F F
Ž .A, R , s is an isomorphism. NowF F
R s F m F R s f m f s m s R s f m f R s RŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .F f
and
y1y1 y1s s FsF s fs s fs s fsf s sŽ . Ž .F f
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .mean that A, R , s s A, R , s . Thus part b follows by part a . ThisF F f f
concludes our proof.
Ž .3. QUANTUM ALGEBRA STRUCTURES ON M k ASn
SOLUTIONS TO MATRIX EQUATIONS
Ž .In this section we let A s M k be the algebra of n = n matrices withn
coefficients in the field k. We will show how to describe quantum algebra
structures on A as solutions to a certain system of matrix equations. We
will not care to distinguish between isomorphic types. This will lead very
Ž . Ž .2naturally to an equivalence relation on the solutions R g M k to 10 .n
Ž . o pLet M g M k be invertible. Then s: A “ A defined byn
s X s MX tMy1 11Ž . Ž .
for all X g A is an algebra isomorphism, and every algebra isomorphism
o p w xs: A “ A has such a description. See the corollary to 2, Theorem 4.3.1 .
Notice that M defining s as above is unique up to scalar multiple.
Ž . Ž .2Now let R g A m A s M k . We have noted that R satisfies 3 if andn
Ž . ronly if R satisfies 10 . Write R s Ý A m B where A , B g A. Letis1 i i i i
M g A be invertible and suppose that s: A “ Ao p is defined according to
Ž . Ž .11 . Then QA.1 holds if and only if
r
t y1 y1MA M m B s R ,Ý i i
is1
or equivalently
r
t y1M m 1 A m B s R M m 1 .Ž . Ž .ÝA i i Až /
is1
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Ž .Likewise QA.2 holds if and only if
r
t tM m M A m B s R M m M .Ž . Ž .Ý i iž /
is1
Using Proposition 1 we have:
Ž .THEOREM 1. Let A s M k be the algebra of n = n matrices o¤er then
Ž .field k. Then A, R, s is a quantum algebra structure on A if and only if
Ž . Ž . Ž .2a R g A m A s M k satisfies 10 ,n
Ž . Ž i . Ž . Ž .b there exists an in¤ertible M s m g M k such that s X sj n
t y1 Ž .MX M for all X g M k ,n
Ž . n i Ž . j n l Ž y1 . ic Ý m = R s Ý m = R , andls1 l l ls1 j l
Ž . n i Ž Ž . j. t n l Ž . id Ý m M = R s Ý m = R Mls1 l l ls1 j l
for all 1 F i, j F n.
Ž . Ž .The equations of parts c and d are simple enough when n s 2 to
Ž . Ž .solve by hand, given a classification of solutions to 3 for A s M k . We2
treat the n s 2 case in Section 5.
4. A GROUP ACTION ON SOLUTIONS TO THE
QUANTUM YANG]BAXTER EQUATION
w xThis section is an adaptation for the most part of 7, Sect. 2.3 to
Ž . Ž .solutions of 3 . Let A be an algebra over the field k and let QYB A be
Ž .the set of all solutions R g A m A to 3 . Let G be the group of all linear
automorphisms f : A “ A such that f : A “ A or f : A “ Ao p is an
algebra isomorphism. Using Proposition 2 it follows that G acts on
Ž .QYB A by
f ? R s R f
Ž . Ž . Ž .for all f g G and R g QYB A . Suppose that A, R, s and A, R9, s9 are
Ž . Ž .quantum algebra structures on A. Then A, R, s , A, R9, s9 implies
that R and R9 are in the same G-orbit by definition. On the other hand, if
Ž . Ž .either A, R, s or A, R9, s9 is minimal and R and R9 are in the same
Ž . Ž .G-orbit, it follows that A, R, s , A, R9, s9 by virtue of Proposition 2
and Lemma 1.
Ž . o p Ž .We have noted that if R g QYB A then R g QYB A . Conse-
Ž .quently there is a natural action by the multiplicative cyclic group
Ž . Ž .Z s t of order 2 on QYB A determined by2
t ? R s Ro p
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Ž . Ž .for all R g QYB A . Observe that QYB A is closed under scalar multi-
plication. In particular there is an action by the multiplicative group k* of
Ž .units of k on QYB A . It is easy to see that the actions by G, Z , and k*2
commute. Therefore there is an action of the direct product G = Z = k*2
Ž .on QYB A which extends each of them. We will denote the set of
Ž . Ž . Ž .invertible elements of QYB A by QYB A . Note that QYB A isin¤ in¤
closed under G = Z = k* action and inverses.2
Ž . Ž .When A s M k the G = Z = k*-orbits of QYB A are the equiva-n 2
w x Ž .lence classes of 3 . To see this we note that an invertible U g M k givesn
Ž . y1rise to an algebra automorphism f of A defined by f X s UXU for all
X g A, and all algebra automorphisms of A have this form. Thus for
Ž . Ž . Ž .y1R g QYB A we have U m U R U m U s R s f ? R. Now let f : Af
o p Ž . t“ A be the algebra isomorphism defined by f X s X for all X g A.
Ž . tThen by 5 it follows that R s R s f ? R. We note that the operationf
Ž . w xdescribed by 3a on 3, p. 246 is the result of action by a permutation
Ž . w xmatrix, and thus is a special case of 2 on 3, p. 246 . Our approach to
Ž .classifying the quantum algebra structures on A s M k is based on the2
following:
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose that A is an algebra o¤er the field k and
Ž . Ž .R, R9 g QYB A lie in the same G = Z -orbit. Assume that A, R9, s9 is a2
quantum algebra structure on A. Then there exists a quantum algebra structure
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .A, R, s on A such that A, R9, s9 , A, R, s or A, R9, s9 ,
Ž o p y1.A, R , s .
X Ž X .o pProof. Either R s R or R s R for some f g G. In the first casef f
we use Proposition 2 to conclude that there is a quantum algebra structure
Ž . Ž .A, R, s on A isomorphic to A, R9, s9 . In the second case note that
Ro p s RX . We have just shown that there exists a quantum algebraf
Ž o p . Ž . Ž Ž o p.o p y1.structure A, R , t on A isomorphic to A, R9, s9 . Now A, R , t
Ž . y1s A, R, s is a quantum algebra, where s s t . This completes our
proof.
5. QUANTUM ALGEBRAS STRUCTURES
ON 2 = 2 MATRICES
In this section we use Theorem 1, Proposition 3, and the classification of
Ž . w xall solutions to 10 when n s 2 given in 3 to determine the isomorphism
Ž .classes of quantum algebra structures of the type A, R, s where A s
Ž .M k and k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. For n s 22
Ž . Ž .the equations of parts c and d of Theorem 1 have a rather simple and
manageable form.
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Ž .Let R g A m A s M k be invertible and write4
A B A9 B9y1= R s and = R s .Ž . Ž .ž / ž /C D C9 D9
Ž i . Ž . Ž .Let M s m g A s M k be invertible. Then the equations of part cj 2
of Theorem 1 can be written
m1 A9 y A s m1 B y m2 B9, 12Ž . Ž .1 2 1
m1 A9 y D s m1C y m2 B9, 13Ž . Ž .2 1 2
m2 A y D9 s m1C9 y m2 B 14Ž . Ž .1 1 2
and
m2 D y D9 s m1 C9 y m2 C 15Ž . Ž .2 2 1
Ž .and likewise the equations of part d of the theorem can be written
m1 AM y MAt s m1 MBt y m2 BM , 16Ž . Ž .1 2 1
m1 AM y MDt s m1 MCt y m2 BM , 17Ž . Ž .2 1 2
m2 MAt y DM s m1CM y m2 MBt 18Ž . Ž .1 1 2
and
m2 MDt y DM s m1 CM y m2 MCt . 19Ž . Ž .2 2 1
We proceed as follows. We replace each of the invertible class represen-
w x y1tatives R9 listed in 3 by R s aR9, where a g k _ 0, compute R , and
Ž . Ž .determine whether or not 12 ] 19 are satisfied for some invertible
Ž i . Ž .M s m g M k and find all such matrices M up to scalar multiple.j 2
w xThe representatives are designated RHn.m in 3 , where n and m are
Ž . Ž .certain integers. It turns out that in every case when 12 ] 19 are satisfied
o p Ž t.o pthat R or R has the same form as R.
w xThere is some formal overlap in the class descriptions found in 3 . We
put off analysis of the diagonal case, of those R arising from RH1.3, until
last and assume that R is not diagonal until that point at the end of this
section.
w xWe follow the convention of 3 which is to use a dot to represent a
matrix entry with value 0 for readability.
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Representative RH0.3 gives rise to
ay1 ? ? ?a ? ? ?
y1? ? a ?? ? a ? y1R s and thus R s .y1? a ? ? ? a ? ? 0  0? ? ? a y1? ? ? a
Ž . 1 y1Comparing the first columns of both sides of 13 we see that m a s2
0 s m2 ay1. Therefore m1 s m2 s 0 which is not possible since M is2 2 2
Ž .invertible. Consequently no quantum algebra structures on A s M k2
arise from RH0.3.
Representatives RH0.2 and RH1.1 give rise to R which has the general
Ž .form as does RH0.3
a ? ? b a d ? ? ya b
? e f ? ? b h yb f ?y1R s and thus R s ,
? g h ? ? yb g be ? 0 0 yac ? ? a ac ? ? d
where ay1 s a d y bc and by1 s eh y fg. Now RH0.2 is
1 ? ? 1
? 1 1 ?
? 1 y1 ? 0y1 ? ? 1
and RH1.1 is
p2 q 2 pq y q2 ? ? p2 y q2
2 2 2 2? p q q p y q ?
.
2 2 2 2? p y q p q q ? 02 2 2 2p y q ? ? p y 2 pq y q
If p2 s q2 then R arising from RH1.1 is diagonal. Since we are assuming
at this point that R is not diagonal it follows that p2 / q2.
Observe for R arising from RH0.2 or RH1.1 that b s f / 0 and a / b.
The latter follows since ay1 s 2 a2 and by1 s y2 a2 for R arising from
RH0.2 and ay1 s y4 p2q2 and by1 s 4 p2q2 for R arising from RH1.1.
Ž .We first note that 12 is equivalent to the equations
m1 a d y a s 0 s m1 b h y eŽ . Ž .1 1
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and
m1 q a m2 b s 0 s m1 q b m2 f .Ž . Ž .2 1 2 1
Since b, f / 0 and a / b , we conclude from the last pair of equations that
m1 s m2 s 0. Consequently m1, m2 / 0 since M is invertible. Now from2 1 1 2
the first pair of equations above we deduce that a d y a s 0 s b h y e.
Ž .From 13 it now follows that
m1 g q a m2 b s 0 s m1c q b m2 f . 20Ž .1 2 1 2
In the case of RH1.1 note that c s g s f s b / 0, which means that
Ž .a s b by 20 . This contradiction shows that R cannot arise from RH1.1.
Now suppose that R arises from RH0.2. Then yc s g s f s b / 0.
Ž .Therefore a s yb by 20 . Since a s d / 0 in this case, the equation
Ž . 1a d y a s 0 means that a s 1. Now observe that 14 implies that ym a1
2 1 2 Ž .q m s 0. But m q a m s 0 by 20 . This is a contradiction since2 1 2
m2 / 0. Therefore R cannot arise from RH0.2.2
The only remaining representative which is not upper triangular in form
is RH1.4,
? ? ? cy1? ? ? a
y1? ? b ?? ? b ? y1R s and thus R s .y1? b ? ? ? b ? ? 0  0c ? ? ? y1a ? ? ?
Quantum algebra structures arise in this case. This case is straightforward
to analyze. Observe that A s A9 s D s D9 s 0 and B9 s Cy1, C9 s By1.
Ž . Ž . 1 2 1From 12 ] 15 we note that m s 0 if and only if m s 0 and m s 0 if1 2 2
2 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and only if m s 0. Once 12 ] 15 are satisfied 16 ] 19 boil down to1
MBt s Cy1M and MCt s By1M. The calculations for this case can be
summarized as follows:
Case 1.
? ? ? a
? ? b ? 2R s , where ab c s 1.
? b ? ? 0
c ? ? ?
1 ?2If b / ac, M s ;ž /? bc
? 12if b s ac, then M s and a s b s c, orž /ac ?
m1 m11 2 1 1M s and m / 0 / m .1 21 1ž /acm bcm2 1
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Now we turn to the upper triangular case. Here C s C9 s 0, A and D
are invertible, A9 s Ay1, D9 s Dy1, and B9 s yAy1BDy1.
A matrix R arising from one of RH0.1, RH1.2, RH2.1, or RH2.2 has the
form
a ? ? e y1 y1 y1a ? ? ya d e
y1 y1 y1? b f ? ? b yb c f ?y1R s , so R s .y1? ? c ? ? ? c ? 0  0y1? ? ? d ? ? ? d
Ž . 2Ž y1 . 2It follows by 14 that m A y D s 0 s m B. Since R is not diagonal1 2
B / 0. Therefore m2 s 0, and consequently m1 , m2 / 0 since M is invert-2 2 1
Ž . Ž .ible. Therefore 12 ] 15 are equivalent to
m2 s 0, A s Dy1 , m1 A y Ay1 s 0, and m1 B s m2 B9.Ž .2 1 2 1
21Ž .
Suppose that R arises from RH1.2. Then
a ? ? e
? a a y b ?R s .
? ? b ? 0
? ? ? yb
Therefore A / Dy1, so R cannot arise from RH1.2.
The other three cases, RH0.1, RH2.1, and RH2.2, do give rise to
Ž . Ž .quantum algebra structures on M k . We first note that 21 means that2
Ž . Ž .16 ] 19 are equivalent to
m1 AM y MAt s m1 MBt y m2 BM and MAt s Ay1M . 22Ž . Ž .1 2 1
We first consider RH0.1. If R arises from RH0.1 then
a ? ? a
? ya ? ?R s and thus
? ? ya ? 0
? ? ? a
ay1 ? ? yay1
y1? ya ? ?y1R s .y1? ? ya ? 0y1? ? ? a
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Observe that A s Dy1 if and only if a2 q 1 s 0. Assume this is the case.
y1 1 Ž .Then A / A . Therefore m s 0 by 21 . We may normalize M so that1
m1 s 1. Observe that m1 B s m2 B9 is equivalent to m2 s ya2. We leave2 2 1 1
Ž .it to the reader to complete the verification that 22 holds.
Case 2.
a ? ? a
? ya ? ? ? 1 2R s , M s , where a q 1 s 0.ž /1 ?? ? ya ? 0
? ? ? a
Now we consider RH2.1 and RH2.2. If R arises from RH2.1 then
e2 ? ? ?
2? ef e y fg ?
R s
? ? eg ? 0
2? ? ? e
and if R arises from RH2.2 then
e2 ? ? ?
2? ef e y fg ?
R s .
? ? eg ? 0
? ? ? yfg
Both have the general form
a ? ? ?
bc
? b a y ?
aR s .
? ? c ? 0
? ? ? d
The condition A s Dy1 means that c s ay1 and d s by1. Normalize M
so that m1 s 1. The equation MAt s Ay1M is equivalent to b s ay1 and2
1Ž y1 . 1 y1m a y a s 0. If m / 0 then a s a which means B s 0 and thus R1 1
is diagonal. Therefore m1 s 0.1
From the relation m1 B s m2 B9 we see that m2 s yay2. At this point2 1 1
Ž . Ž .it is not hard to show that 21 and 22 are satisfied.
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Case 3.
a ? ? ?
y1 y3 ? 1? a a y a ? 4R s , M s , where a / 1.y1 y2ž /? ? a ? ya ? 0
? ? ? a
If R arises from RH1.3 it has the form
be¡ ƒ
a b yb y
a
? a ? ye
R s
? ? a e
¢ §
? ? ? a
and if R arises from RH2.3 it has the form
a b p r
? a ? p
R s .
? ? a b 0
? ? ? a
Thus if R arises from RH1.3 or RH2.3 it has the general form
a f p r
? a ? sR s .
? ? a g 0
? ? ? a
y1 Ž . 2Suppose that D / D . Then from 15 we deduce that m s 0. Since2
1 2 y1 Ž .M is invertible it follows that m , m / 0. Therefore A s D by 14 . In2 1
particular A / D.
We have just established that D s Dy1 or A s Dy1. Therefore a2 s 1
in any event.
Suppose first of all that A s Dy1. Then g s yf. Suppose further that
f s 0. Since R is not diagonal it follows that R arises from RH2.3 and
Ž . Ž . Ž 1B / 0. Since A s D s "I we see that 12 ] 19 boil down to m q2
2 . 2 1 t 2m B s 0, m B s 0, and m MB s m BM. Since B / 0 it follows that1 2 2 1
m2 s 0 and m1 q m2 s 0. Since m1 / 0 we may normalize M so that2 2 1 2
m1 s 1 and m2 s y1. Observe that the equation MBt s yBM is equiva-2 1
lent to p s 0.
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Case 4.
a ? ? r
? a ? ? ? a 12R s , a s 1, r / 0, M s .ž /y1 ?? ? a ? 0
? ? ? a
Now suppose that f / 0. Then A / D so R arises from RH1.3. Since
the elements of the diagonal of A y Ay1 are the same, since the elements
of the diagonal of B are not the same, and since the diagonals of B and
y1 y1 Ž . 1 2A BD are the same, it follows by 12 that m q m s 0. Since2 1
y1 2 Ž .D / D we conclude that m s 0 from 15 . Thus we may assume that2
m1 s 1 and m2 s y1.2 1
Now MAt s Ay1M. The reader is left with the exercise of showing that
Ž . Ž . 112 and 16 hold if and only if m s yaf.1
Case 5.
a f yf f 2a
yaf 1? a ? f 2R s , a s 1, f / 0, M s .ž /y1 ?? ? a yf 0
? ? ? a
Now suppose that A / Dy1. Then D s Dy1, so g s 0 and D s aI. In
particular A / D so R arises from RH1.3 again. Comparing the diagonals
Ž .of the matrices on both sides of 14 , and using the fact that B / 0, we
conclude that m2 B s 0. Therefore m2 s 0 and consequently A s Dy1,2 2
contradiction. This completes our analysis of R arising from RH1.3 and
RH2.3.
The remaining case is RH3.1, the diagonal case. Operators R arising
from this case have the form
ay1 ? ? ?a ? ? ?
y1? b ? ?? b ? ? y1R s , so R s . 23Ž .y1? ? c ? ? ? c ? 0  0y1? ? ? d ? ? ? d
Ž . Ž .In this case B s B9 s 0 as well as C s C9 s 0. Using 12 ] 15 we see
that A s Ay1 or A s Dy1, and D s Dy1 or D s Ay1.
First of all suppose that A / Ay1 or D / Dy1. Then m1 s 0 or1
m2 s 0. In either case m1 , m2 / 0 and A s Dy1. Consequently A / Ay1,2 2 1
y1 1 2 Ž . Ž .D / D and m , m / 0 in this case. Notice that 16 ] 19 come down to2 1
AM s MAy1. This means that b s ay1.
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Case 6.
a ? ? ?
y1? a ? ? ? 12R s , a / 1, M s , where a / 0.y1 ž /a ?? ? a ? 0
? ? ? a
Now suppose that A s Ay1 and D s Dy1. If A s D then:
Case 7.
a ? ? ?
? b ? ? 2 2 1 2R s , a s b s 1, m a y b s 0 s m a y b .Ž . Ž .2 1? ? a ? 0
? ? ? b
If A / D then:
Case 8.
a ? ? ?
? b ? ? 2 2 2 2R s , a s b s c s d s 1, a / c or b / d , and
? ? c ? 0
? ? ? d
1 ?M s , where a / 0.ž /? a
6. QUANTUM COALGEBRAS
w xIn 6 the notion of a quantum coalgebra is defined, elementary proper-
ties of quantum coalgebras are developed, and an invariant of 1]1 tangles
derived from quantum coalgebras is studied. In this section and the next
we recap the highlights of these discussions for the purpose of this paper.
w xThe reader is referred to 6 for full details of what follows.
Suppose that C is a coalgebra over k with coproduct D. We drop the
Ž .summation sign from the Heyneman]Sweedler notation D c s Ýc mŽ1.
Ž .c g C m C for the coproduct and write D c s c m c instead. TheŽ2. Ž1. Ž2.
coalgebra C co p is the coalgebra over k with underlying vector space C and
co p Ž . co pŽ .coproduct D s t D. Thus writing D c s c m c we have D cC , C Ž1. Ž2.
s c m c .Ž2. Ž1.
Suppose that b , g : C = C “ k are bilinear forms. We say that b and g
are in¤erses if
b c , d g c , d s e c e dŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž1. Ž1. Ž2. Ž2.
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for all c, d g C. Let b : C m C “ k be the associated linear form whichl in
Ž . Ž .is given by b c m d s b c, d for all c, d g C. Then b and g arel in
inverses if and only if b and g are inverses in the convolution algebral in l im
Ž . y1Hom C m C, k . Thus b has at most one inverse which we denote by b
when it exists.
Suppose that D is also a coalgebra over k and f : D “ C is linear. We
say that f is a coalgebra map with respect to b if
b f d , c b f d , e s b f d , c b f d , e ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . 1 2Ž1. Ž2.
b c, f d b e, f d s b c, f d b e, f dŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . 1 2Ž1. Ž2.
for all d g D and c, e g C and e f s e . If f is a coalgebra map then f is a
coalgebra map with respect to b.
Ž .A quantum coalgebra over k is a triple C, b , S , where C is a coalgebra
over k, b : C = C “ k is an invertible bilinear form, and S: C “ C co p is
coalgebra isomorphism with respect to b , such that
Ž . y1Ž . Ž Ž . .QC.1 b c, d s b S c , d ,
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..QC.2 b c, d s b S c , S d , and
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .QC.3 b c , d b c , e b d , e sŽ1. Ž1. Ž2. Ž1. Ž2. Ž2.
Ž . Ž . Ž .b c , d b c , e b d , eŽ2. Ž2. Ž1. Ž2. Ž1. Ž1.
for all c, d, e g C.
Ž . Ž .Observe that QC.1 and QC.2 imply
Ž . y1Ž . Ž y1Ž ..QC.4 b c, d s b c, S d
Ž .for all c, d g C. Suppose that C9, R9, S9 is also a quantum coalgebra over
Ž . Ž .k. Then a morphism f : C, b , S “ C9, b9, S9 is a coalgebra map f :
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..C “ C9 such that b c, d s b9 f c , f d for all c, d g C and fS s S9 f.
For our purposes in this paper quantum coalgebras are duals of finite-
dimensional quantum algebras. Suppose that U is a vector space over k
and R g U m U. We define a bilinear form b : U* = U* “ k byR
Ž . Ž .Ž .b a , b s a m b R for all a , b g U*. Recall that if A is a finite-R
Ž .dimensional algebra then C s A* is a coalgebra whose coproduct D a s
Ž . Ž . Ž .a m a is determined by a ab s a a a b for all a, b g A andŽ1. Ž2. Ž1. Ž2.
Ž . Ž .whose counit is given by e a s a 1 for all a g C. The coalgebra C s A*
is called the dual coalgebra of A. We leave the proof of the following to the
reader.
PROPOSITION 4. Suppose that A is a finite-dimensional algebra o¤er the
field k and C s A* is the dual coalgebra of A. Let R g A m A and s:
A “ Ao p be an algebra isomorphism. Then the following are equi¤alent:
Ž . Ž .a A, R, s is a quantum algebra.
Ž . Ž .b C, b , S is a quantum coalgebra, where S s s*.R
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Ž .When A, R, s is a finite-dimensional quantum algebra over k the
Ž .quantum coalgebra of part b of the previous proposition is called the
Ž .dual quantum coalgebra of A, R, s .
Ž .Of particular interest to us is the algebra A s M k of n = n matricesn
 i4 Ž .over k. Let B s E be the basis for A defined by 9 and letj 1F i, jF n
 i4B s e be the dual basis for C s A*. Thenj 1F i, jF n
n
i i l i iD e s e m e and e e s dŽ . Ž .Ýj l j j j
ls1
for all 1 F i, j F n.
Ž . Ž Ž i, j. . i, j2Let R g A m A s M k be given by R s R and write R sn Žk , l . k , l
Ž i, j. Ž .R for all 1 F i, j, k, l F n. By virtue of the formulas which follow 9 weŽk , l .
have R s Ý Ri, j E i m E j and therefore1F i, j, k , l F n k , l k l
b ei , e j s Ri , j ,Ž .k l k , l
Ž . twhere b s b . Let S s s*. Recall that S s s .R B B
Ž . Ž .We will be interested in the quantum coalgebra C, b , S when A, R, s
is a quantum algebra in the n s 2 case. From the point of view of
Ž . Ž .invariants we may replace A, R, s with A , R, s . The inclusion i:R R
A “ A gives rise to an onto map of quantum coalgebras i*: A* “ AUR R
which is the restriction to A . We shall compute the quotient quantumR
coalgebra structure on AU when n s 2 and compute the associatedR
invariant which is described in the next section.
7. INVARIANTS OF 1]1 TANGLES ARISING FROM
QUANTUM COALGEBRAS
Ž .Let c s C, b , S be a quantum coalgebra over k and T be a 1]1 tangle
w xdiagram. In 6 a functional T : C “ k is constructed which is a regularc
isotopy invariant of 1]1 tangles, meaning that if T and T 9 are 1]1 tangle
diagrams which are regularly isotopic then T s T X. In the case thatc c
Ž . Ž .c s A*, b , s* , where A, R, s is a finite-dimensional quantum algebra,R
we may think of T g C* s A** s A as an element of A. This element,c
Ž . w xwhich we denote by w T , of the quantum algebra A is constructed in 4 .
The algorithm for its construction motivated the definition of the func-
w xtional T for an arbitrary quantum coalgebra 6 .c
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A 1]1 tangle diagram T has the form
of a box with single line segment protruding from the top and bottom. The
box with the broken lines, the dashed box, indicates the region of the plane
in which the tangle T is located. Tangles are built from
crossings:
overcrossings
and undercrossings
;
local extrema:
local maxima
L
and local minima
K;
and ¤ertical lines. The solid lines outside the dashed box, and the broken
lines bounding the dashed box, are not part of the tangle. We will refer to
the 1]1 tangle depicted above by T .cur l
We will assume that T has n G 1 crossings. Traverse the tangle, starting
at the base of the tangle, and label the lines of the crossings 1, . . . , 2n in
the order traversed. Fix a crossing x and let i be the label of the first line
 4traversed and j be the label of the second. Note that x ‹ i, j determines
w x  4a partition of 2n s 1, . . . , 2n into two-element subsets. For the portion
of the traversal of the tangle starting at line i and ending at line j, let ccx
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Ž .respectively c be the number of local extrema encountered which arex
Ž .traversed in a counterclockwise respectively clockwise direction. Set
k s cc y c .x x x
We will use the notation k s k when the crossing x is unambiguous.x
Notice that when k is even both lines of the crossing are traversed in the
upward direction or both are traversed in the downward direction. When k
is odd one is traversed in the upward direction and the other is traversed
in the downward direction.
The writhe of T , denoted writhe T , will figure importantly in the
invariants described in Section 8. The writhe of T is defined to be the sum
w xof the signs of the crossings of T. We follow the convention of 5 for
defining the sign of a crossing. On passing through a crossing x on the
Ž .crossing under line the broken line during the traversal of T if it is
necessary to turn right to go in the direction of the crossing over line then
sign x s 1, otherwise sign x s y1. If T has no crossings then writhe
T s 0 by definition.
There is a simple fact about the crossing labels which we need in Sec-
tion 8.
LEMMA 2. Let i and j be the line labels of a crossing of a 1]1 tangle
diagram which is tra¤ersed starting either from the base or from the top. Then i
is e¤en and j is odd or i is odd and j is e¤en.
Proof. Let x denote the crossing in question. Regard each crossing
topologically as =, that is, two intersecting line segments. Let L be the
portion of the tangle diagram which is traversed starting and ending at the
crossing point of x . Then the topological complement L9 in the plane has
exactly one unbounded connected component. Traversal of the tangle
starts and ends in this unbounded component.
To prove the lemma it suffices to show that the number of lines from
crossings of the tangle which are contained in L is even. The crossings
which are contained in L account for an even number of lines. By opening
crossings lying entirely in L in the right way it is possible to transform L
into a simple closed curve. We will assume this has been done. Thus we
may assume that L9 has two connected components.
Suppose that x 9 is a crossing with exactly one of its lines contained in
L. Then during the traversal of the tangle the other line l9 of the crossing
x 9 must provide an entry into or an exit from the bounded connected
component of L9. Suppose this line provides an entry point. Then there is
another crossing x 0 encountered subsequently on the traversal which
provides an exit point from the bounded component. Exactly one of its
lines is contained in L. Assume that x 0 is the first such crossing and pair
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the line l0 of x 0 not contained in L with l9. This pairing of entry points
with exit points is easily seen to partition the crossing lines on the modified
L into doubleton subsets. Our proof is now complete.
Žn. Ž .For n G 1 we define D : C “ C m ??? m C n q 1 factors inductively
Ž1. Žn. Ž Žny1. .by D s D and D s D m 1 D for n ) 1. For c g C we writeC
Ž2 ny1.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .D c s c m ??? m c . Set T c s T c for all c g C. Then T c isŽ1. Ž2 n. c
defined to be sum of products where each crossing x contributes factors
as indicated below.
kŽ . Ž . Ž Ž ..CT.1 c T s ??? b c , S c ???Ž j. Ž i.
i j
kŽ . Ž . Ž Ž . .CT.2 c T s ??? b S c , c ???Ž i. Ž j.
ij
y1 kŽ . Ž . Ž Ž . .CT.3 c T s ??? b S c , c ???Ž i. Ž j.
i j
y1 kŽ . Ž . Ž Ž ..CT.4 c T s ??? b c , S c ??? .Ž j. Ž i.
ij
Ž . Ž .If T has no crossings we set c T s e c for all c g C.
As an example, consider the 1]1 tangle diagram T depicted on thet r e f o i l
left in the figure below.
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The diagram on the right records the line labels as a result of traversing
the tangle. Note that the only local extrema traversed in a clockwise
direction is the local minimum located furthest left in the diagrams. Thus,
Ž . Ž .using QC.1 and QC.2 , we have
T c s by1 c , S2 c b S3 c , c by1 c , S2 cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .t r e f o i l Ž4. Ž1. Ž2. Ž5. Ž6. Ž3.
s b S c , S2 c b S3 c , c b S c , S2 cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž4. Ž1. Ž2. Ž5. Ž6. Ž3.
s b c , S c b S3 c , c b c , S c .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž4. Ž1. Ž2. Ž5. Ž6. Ž3.
Likewise
T c s by1 Sy2 c , cŽ . Ž .Ž .cur l Ž1. Ž2.
s b Sy1 c , cŽ .Ž .Ž1. Ž2.
s b c , S c .Ž .Ž .Ž1. Ž2.
8. ANALYSIS OF THE QUANTUM ALGEBRA
Ž .STRUCTURES ON A s M k AND THEIR2
RESULTING 1]1 TANGLE INVARIANTS
Ž .Throughout this section A s M k is the algebra of 2 = 2 matrices2
Ž .over an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. Suppose that A, R, s
is a quantum algebra structure on A. Let T be a 1]1 tangle diagram. Then
Ž .the invariant w T is an element of A and its calculation takes placeR
Ž . Ž < .there. Let c s C, b , S be the dual quantum coalgebra of A , R, s .RR
Ž .Then w T is determined by the equation
T c s c w TŽ . Ž .Ž .c
Ž .for all c g C. Thus knowing w T is the same in principle as knowing T .c
Ž . Ž .For every quantum algebra structure A, R, s on A s M k described2
in Cases 1]8 we will determine the structure of the dual quantum
Ž . Ž < .coalgebra C, b , S of the quantum algebra A , R, s and compute T .RR c
We will find there are three classes of minimal quantum algebra structures
Ž .on A s M k . One gives rise to the writhe, one gives rise to the Jones2
polynomial basically, and the third gives rise to the parity of the number of
crossings and the Whitney degree. The writhe will make frequent appear-
ances in this section.
Let C be any coalgebra over the field k. A non-zero element c g C is
Ž . Ž .said to be a grouplike element if D c s c m c. We let G C denote the set
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wof grouplike elements of C. As a consequence of the discussion of 6, Sect.
x7.1 we have:
Ž .LEMMA 3. Suppose that C, b , S is a quantum coalgebra o¤er the field k
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .such that S G C : G C and let c g G C . Then b c, c / 0 and T c s
Ž .ywrithe Tb c, c for all 1]1 tangle diagrams T.
In this section we freely use the results of previous sections and follow
the notation conventions therein.
First we analyze the quantum algebras of Case 1. The analysis is
interesting for its complexity but not so interesting for the resulting
invariants.
Notice that
R s aE 1 q b E 2 m E 1 q b E 1 q cE 2 m E 2 .Ž . Ž .2 1 2 2 1 1
Observe that aE 1 q b E 2 and b E 1 q cE 2 form a linearly independent set2 1 2 1
if and only if b2 / ac.
Suppose first of all that b2 / ac. In this case E 1, E 2 g A . Therefore2 1 R
Ž .A s A which means that A, R, s is a minimal quantum algebra structureR
Ž . Ž .on A s M k . The structure of C, b , S is easy to describe.2
 i4As a coalgebra C has basis e andj 1F i, jF 2
2
i i lD e s e m e ,Ž . Ýj l j
ls1
S e1 s e1 , S e2 s e2 , S e1 s bae2 , and S e2 s bce1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2
The non-zero values of the bilinear form b evaluated on these basis
elements are given by
b e1 , e2 s b s b e2 , e1 ,Ž . Ž .2 1 1 2
b e1 , e1 s a, and b e2 , e2 s c.Ž . Ž .2 2 1 1
Let T be a 1]1 tangle diagram with n G 1 crossings. We compute the
invariant T . Notice for 1 F i, j F 2 thatc
DŽ2 ny1. ei s ei m ei1 m ei2 m ??? m ei2 ny1 .Ž . Ýj i i i j1 2 3
1Fi , . . . , i F21 2ny1
In order for a tensor on the right hand side of this last equation to account
Ž i.for a non-zero contribution to the computation of T e the valuesj
i , i , . . . , i must alternate. Either the tensor is ei m e1 m e2 m ??? m e1,1 2 2 ny1 1 2 1 j
in which case i s j s 2, or the tensor is ei m e2 m e1 m ??? m e2, in which2 1 2 j
Ž 1 . Ž 2 .case i s j s 1. In particular T e s 0 s T e .2 1
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Ž k Ž . . Ž k Ž ..Observe that b is symmetric. Therefore b S c , d s b d, S c for
all c, d g C and k g Z.
Ž . Ž .We wish to calculate the expression associated with CT.1 ] CT.4 . Let
x be a crossing whose line labels are i and j. Then by Lemma 2 one of the
integers i and j is even and the other odd.
Ž . Ž .Suppose that x is an overcrossing. Then CT.1 or CT.2 applies. Now
Ž k Ž .. Ž k Ž .b c , S c s b S c , c and the common value is eitherŽ j. Ž i. Ž i. Ž j.
Ž k Ž 1 . 2 . Ž k Ž 2 . 1 .b S e , e or b S e , e . By examining the cases k even and k odd2 1 1 2
it is not hard to see that
b Sk e1 , e2 s bysign x s b Sk e2 , e1 .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .2 1 1 2
Ž . Ž .When x is an undercrossing CT.3 or CT.4 applies and
y1Ž k Ž . . y1Ž k Ž .b S c , c s b c , S c . This common value is eitherŽ i. Ž j. Ž j. Ž i.
Ž kq1Ž 1 . 2 . Ž kq1Ž 2 . 1 .b S e , e or b S e , e and2 1 1 2
b Snq1 e1 , e2 s bysign x s b Skq1 e2 , e1Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .2 1 1 2
Ž 1. Ž 2 . yŽÝx sign x .as well. We have shown that T e s T e s b . Therefore1 2
T e1 s 0 s T e2 and T e1 s bywrithe T s T e2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 1 1 2
for any 1]1 tangle diagram T. Thus the invariant is dominated by the
writhe in any case. When b is not a root of unity the invariant is equivalent
to the writhe.
2 Ž . 1Now suppose that b s ac. In this case R s a U m U , where U s E q2
by1cE 2. Notice that U 2 s by1cI. Therefore I and U form a basis for A .1 R
1 < 1 < Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Let d s e and e s e . Then d I s 1 s e U and d U s 0 s e I .A A1 2R R
Thus d and e form a basis for C. The reader can show that
D d s d m d q by1c e m e and D e s d m e q e m d.Ž . Ž . Ž .
Since k is algebraically closed we can choose x g k which satisfies
x 2 s by1c. Since the characteristic of k is not 2 the elements g s d q xe
and h s d y xe form a basis for C. Furthermore
D g s g m g and D h s h m h ,Ž . Ž .
and
b g , g s b s b h , h and b g , h s yb s b h , gŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
describe the non-zero values of the bilinear form b evaluated on our
modified basis for C.
Since b2 s ac and ab2c s 1 it follows that b4 s 1. If b2 s 1 then S s I.
2 Ž . Ž .If b s y1 then S g s h and S h s g. In any event
T g s bywrithe T s T hŽ . Ž .
for any 1]1 tangle diagram T by Lemma 2.
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The analysis of Case 2 is much simpler than that of Case 1. First of all
Ž 1 2 . Ž 1 2 . Ž 1 1.notice that R s a E y E m E y E q a E m E . Therefore A1 2 1 2 2 2 R
contains E 1 y E 2 and E 1. Consequently E 1, E 2, and E 1 form a basis for1 2 2 1 2 2
Ž .A and A is the subalgebra of upper triangular matrices of A s M k .R R 2
2 < 1 < 2 < 1 <Since e s 0 it follows that g s e , h s e , and x s e form aA A A A1 1 2 2R R R R
basis for C. Observe that
D g s g m g , D h s h m h , D x s g m x q x m h ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
S g s h , S h s g , and S x s x .Ž . Ž . Ž .
The non-zero values of the bilinear form b computed on the basis for C
are given by
b g , g sasb h , h , b g , h say1 sb h , g , and b x , x sa.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
The fact that ya s ay1 was used to derive the second pair of equations.
This follows from a2 q 1 s 0.
Ž2 ny1.Ž .Let T be a 1]1 tangle diagram with n G 1 crossings. Since D x is
the sum of tensors, each of which has x as one factor and all other factors
Ž .g or h, it follows that T x s 0. Thus for any 1]1 tangle diagram T we
have
T x s 0 and T g s bywrithe T s T h .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Now we turn to Case 3, which is the most significant case. Notice that
R s aE 1 q ay1 E 2 m E 1 q ay1 E 1 q aE 2 m E 2 q qE 1 m E 2 ,Ž . Ž .1 2 1 1 2 2 2 1
where q s a y ay3. Since a2 y ay2 / 0 the matrices aE 1 q ay1 E 2 and1 2
ay1 E 1 q aE 2 form a linearly independent set. This means that A s A1 2 R
Ž .and therefore A, R, s is a minimal quantum algebra structure on A s
Ž .  i4M k . Thus C has a basis e and2 j 1F i, jF 2
2
i i lD e s e m e ,Ž . Ýj l j
ls1
S e1 s e2 , S e2 s e1 , S e1 s ya2e1 , and S e2 s yay2 e2 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 2 1 2 2 1 1
The non-zero values of the form b evaluated on the basis for C are given
by
b e1 , e1 s a s b e2 , e2 , b e1 , e1 s ay1 s b e2 , e2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1
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and
b e1 , e2 s a y ay3 .Ž .2 1
w x Ž i. Ž i.In 6, Sect. 7.3 the values of T e and T e are computed. Thesecur l j t r e f o i l j
values are
T e1 s 0 s T e2 , T e1 s ay5 , and T e2 s ay1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .cur l 2 cur l 1 cur l 1 cur l 2
and
T e1 s 0 s T e2 ,Ž . Ž .t r e f o i l 2 t r e f o i l 1
T e1 s a5 y a9 q ay3 and T e2 s a y a5 q ay7 .Ž . Ž .t r e f o i l 1 t r e f o i l 2
How the quantum algebra of Case 3 gives rise to the Jones polynomial is
w x w xexplained in great detail on 5, p. 580 . Also see 6, Sect. 8 .
Ž 1 1.We now turn to Case 4. Notice that R s aI q r E m E . Since a, r / 02 2
it follows that I and E 1 form a basis for A . Thus A consists of all upper2 R R
x y 2Ž . <triangular matrices of the form , where x, y g k. Since e s 0 andA10 x R
1 < 2 < 1 < 1 <e s e it follows that g s e and x s e form a basis for C.A A A R1 2 1 2R R R
Observe that
D g s g m g , D x s g m x q x m g ,Ž . Ž .
S g s g and S x s yx.Ž . Ž .
The non-zero values of the form b evaluated on this basis for C are given
by
b g , g s a and b x , x s r .Ž . Ž .
By the argument used in Case 2 we have
T x s 0 and T g s aywrithe TŽ . Ž .
for any 1]1 tangle diagram T.
2 Ž . Ž .nIn Case 4 recall that a s 1. If a s y1 then T g s y1 , where n is
the number of crossings of T. In this case the invariant is equivalent to the
parity of the number of crossings of the tangle.
Case 5 gives a rather complex quantum algebra which accounts for the
parity of the number of crossings and the Whitney degree of a 1]1 tangle
diagram. First of all observe that
R s aE 1 q aE 2 y f E 1 m E 1 q aE 1 q aE 2 q f E 1 m E 2Ž . Ž .1 2 2 1 1 2 2 2
q f 2aE 1 q f E 1 y f E 2 m E 1.Ž .2 1 2 2
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Since the left hand tensorands in this expression form a linearly indepen-
dent set it follows that E 1, E 2, and E 1 form a basis for A . Therefore A1 2 2 R R
Ž .is the subalgebra of all upper triangular matrices of A s M k . Now2
2 < 1 < 2 < 1 <e s 0 so g s e , h s e , and x s e form a basis for C.A A A A1 1 2 2R R R R
Observe that
D g s g m g , D h s h m h , and D x s g m x q x m h.Ž . Ž . Ž .
The non-zero values of b computed on the basis for C are given by
b g , g s b h , h s b g , h s b h , g s a,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
b g , x sfsb x , h , b x , g sy fsb h , x , and b x , x saf 2 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Furthermore
S g s h , S h s g , and S x s yx q af g y h .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Suppose that T is a 1]1 tangle diagram with n G 1 crossings. First of all
Ž2 ny1.Ž .observe that D x is the sum of 2n tensors. Each tensor has one
factor x, tensor factors preceding x are g, and tensor factors following x
are h. Pair the tensor with x in position i with the crossing line labeled i.
Suppose x is a crossing and i, j are the labels attached to its lines. By
considering the various possibilities the reader can show that the tensor
with x in the ith or jth position contributes
any1 order x sign xŽ . Ž .
Ž .to the evaluation of T x , where order x s y1 if the overcrossing line of
x is the first traversed and order x s 1 otherwise. Since a s "1 we see
that
T x s 2 af awrithe T order x sign x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýž /
x
Note that
T g s awrithe T s T hŽ . Ž .
for any 1]1 tangle diagram T.
Ž . Ž .Observe that the product order x sign x remains the same if we
Ž .writhe Treverse the crossing x . Since "1 and Whitney degree are regular
isotopy invariants of tangle diagrams and are invariant under reversing
Ž .crossings, to calculate T x we may assume that T is the product of curls.
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Ž . Ž .Ž ywrithe T .Ž .Therefore T x s 2 af a yd , where d is the Whitney degree of
the tangle diagram T. As a consequence of our calculations
order x sign x s ydŽ . Ž .Ý
x
for 1]1 tangle diagrams with at least one crossing.
Ž . Ž .Now a s "1 in Case 5. Suppose a s 1. Then T g s 1 s T h and
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .T x s 2 f yd . Suppose that a s y1. Then the invariant T g s T h is
equivalent to the parity of the number of crossings of the tangle diagram.
Ž .We will treat Cases 6]8 together. Writing R as in 23 we have
Ž 1 2 . 1 Ž 1 2 . 2R s aE q cE m E q b E q dE m E . Therefore A is in the span1 2 1 1 2 2 R
of E 1 and E 2 and consequently consists of diagonal matrices. Now1 2
Dim A s 2 if and only if aE 1 q cE 2 and b E 1 q dE 2 form a linearlyR 1 2 1 2
independent set. This is the case if and only if ad y bc / 0. Thus Dim AR
s 2 if and only if a4 y 1 / 0 in Case 6 and if and only if a s c or b s d
in Case 8. Always Dim A s 1 in Case 7.R
1 < 2 < 1 < 2 <Since e s 0 s e it follows that g s e and h s e span C.A A A A2 1 1 2R R R R
Ž .Observe that these elements are grouplike. Notice that S g s h and
Ž .S h s g in Case 6 and S s 1 in Cases 7 and 8. In any eventC
ywrithe T ywrithe TT g s b g , g and T h s b h , hŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
by Lemma 2.
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